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JUNG PUMPEN

HEBEFIX PLUS / EXTRA
RESIDENTIAL TECHNOLOGY

COMPACT LIFTING STATIONS

HEBEFIX PLUS

HEBEFIX EXTRA

HEBEFIX PLUS - FRONT-WALL INSTALLATION

HEBEFIX PLUS

HEBEFIX EXTRA

for domestic wastewater

for aggressive wastewater

THE SUBTLE DIFFERENCE
The two Hebefix models. The plus model sets new standards in modern bathroom design. The compact form of the tank allows it to be mounted in all commercial front-wall as well systems as directly below the washbasin. It has various inlet openings for the connection of showers, bathtubs or washing
machines.
For aggressive media such as saline fluids from the regeneration of water softening plants or condensate from condensing boilers and air-conditioning units
(pH ≥ 2.7), the extra model is the perfect option.

TARGET GROUPS
▶▶ A variant of the tried and tested U3K
cellar drainage pump is integrated

▶▶ Odour-less due to activated carbon
filter

▶▶ Flushing device reduces deposits in
the tank

▶▶ Smooth, scratch-free surface for
easy cleaning

▶▶ Flexible use thanks to discharge
branch on the right or left and five
inlet options

▶▶ With comprehensive installation
accessories (check valve, plug-in
seals, etc.)

▶▶ Integrated alarm with potential-free
contact

TECHNICAL DATA
Voltage
Volt

Motor rating
P1 (W)

230
Dimensions
(hxwxd) in mm
411 x 425 x 183
Accessories:

320 (plus)
300 (extra)
Pressure
pipe
DN32 (Ø40)

Weight
kg

Hmax
m

Qmax
m3/h

7

7 (plus)
6 (extra)

Inlets

6.3 (plus)
5.3 (extra)
Code no.

mm
1 x Ø40
4 x Ø50

JP44544 (plus)
JP45757(extra)

Installation kit for inspection opening JP41075
Stop valve, 1¼” JP44785
Ball valve, 1¼” in stainless steel JP46111
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HEBEFIX EXTRA - AGGRESSIVE MEDIA

▶▶ Two models are available: plus
and extra
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HEBEFIX PLUS - DIRECT CONNECTION

